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Informing the UNC-Chapel Hill
community about changes to
technology and privacy policies.

recently approved.
Administrative Systems
Terms of Use Policy (link embedded)
Minor update to the existing Faculty, Staff and
Affiliate Terms of Use of Administrative Systems
Policy.
Clarifies scope of applicability (which individuals
and which systems the policy applies to)
Updates formatting, definitions, links, and other
small improvements.
Applies to members of UNC-Chapel Hill community
who use administrative systems to access more
than self-service information.

Information Technology Vendor
Management Standard (link embedded)
New Standard, giving guidance to units and
individuals purchasing IT goods and services. Sets
minimum requirements for good management and
oversight of IT suppliers.
Applies to all University units, unit heads, and all
individuals who order IT goods and services
(equipment, software, cloud applications, contract
services, etc.)

on the roadmap
Information Security Liaison
Policy
Drafts of a new ISL Standard to replace the current
ISL Policy are being vetted by key stakeholders.
Expect to see that new draft published this
October, but as always, feedback on any policy is
welcomed at any time!

Password Standard
The Information Security Office is exploring ways
to improve the security of authentication
processes, while making things straightforward for
all of us. ITS is engaging in a project to extend
Onyen password duration to 1 year while
implementing technical improvements to require
stronger passwords. This will require revision of
the Password Standard, which is underway.

feedback.
Sending Feedback
The IT Policy Office is continuing to review and
update IT Policies to best serve the University's
Information Technology needs. We are always
soliciting feedback on new policies. All feedback
that is received by the IT Policy Office is saved
and included in the policy review process.
If you have feedback on this bulletin, on IT policy
development or management, or on any campus
IT or privacy policy document, please feel free to
contact Kim Stahl directly at kim_stahl@unc.edu,
via the ITS policy staff email its_policy@unc.edu,
or give us specific feedback on the ITS Policy
Review page: https://its.unc.edu/its-policyreview/
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